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ABSTRACT
Conventional photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT) image reconstruction methods assume that the ob-
ject and surrounding medium are described by a constant speed-of-sound (SOS) value. In order to accurately
recover fine structures, SOS heterogeneities should be quantified and compensated for during PACT reconstruc-
tion. To address this problem, several groups have proposed hybrid systems that combine PACT with ultrasound
computed tomography (USCT). In such systems, a SOS map is reconstructed first via USCT. Consequently, this
SOS map is employed to inform the PACT reconstruction method. Additionally, the SOS map can provide
structural information regarding tissue, which is complementary to the functional information from the PACT
image. We propose a paradigm shift in the way that images are reconstructed in hybrid PACT-USCT imaging.
Inspired by our observation that information about the SOS distribution is encoded in PACT measurements, we
propose to jointly reconstruct the absorbed optical energy density and SOS distributions from a combined set
of USCT and PACT measurements, thereby reducing the two reconstruction problems into one. This innovative
approach has several advantages over conventional approaches in which PACT and USCT images are recon-
structed independently: (1) Variations in the SOS will automatically be accounted for, optimizing PACT image
quality; (2) The reconstructed PACT and USCT images will possess minimal systematic artifacts because errors
in the imaging models will be optimally balanced during the joint reconstruction; (3) Due to the exploitation of
information regarding the SOS distribution in the full-view PACT data, our approach will permit high-resolution
reconstruction of the SOS distribution from sparse array data.
Keywords: ultrasound computed tomography, photoacoustic computed tomography, joint image reconstruction
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound computed tomography (USCT), which measures the speed-of-speed (SOS), and photoacoustic com-
puted tomography (PACT), which measures absorbed optical energy density, are two imaging modalities that
have a wide range of potential applications from pre-clinical small animal imaging to large-scale screening of hu-
man subjects.1–7 Their complementary contrasts and similar implementations have led several groups to develop
hybrid USCT/PACT imaging systems.5,8 The strategy of how to best reconstruct images from these systems
thus remains an important question.9,10 Most PACT image reconstruction algorithms assume a constant SOS
distribution.11 For many biological applications, this is a poor assumption that can result in reduced resolution,
reduced contrast, and an increase in the number of imaging artifacts.9,11 In addition to providing structural
information complementary to the functional contrast of PACT, USCT can be used to estimate the SOS map.
In cases where both USCT and PACT data are available, the conventional image reconstruction approach is
to first reconstruct a SOS map from the USCT measurements and then reconstruct the absorbed optical energy
density from the PACT data using this estimate. However, reconstructing the SOS and absorbed optical energy
density independently is not optimal. Since the propagation of photoacoustic waves depends on the acoustic
properties of the underlying medium, information on the SOS distribution is encoded in the PACT measurements.
By reconstructing the images independently, this information is wasted.
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One method to exploit this information is by joint reconstruction of the SOS and absorbed optical energy
density from a combined set of USCT and PACT measurements. This approach has several advantages over
conventional approaches. First, variations in the SOS distribution are automatically accounted for when recon-
structing the absorbed optical energy density image. Second, errors in the imaging models will be balanced
during the joint reconstruction, which may lead to a reduction in the number of imaging artifacts. Finally, the
addition of the acoustic information from the PACT measurements will reduce the number of USCT measure-
ments needed to reconstruct an accurate SOS map. This could simplify hardware designs by requiring fewer
ultrasonic transducers to be able to transmit and reduce image acquisition times.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Photoacoustic computed tomography
In PACT, an object of interest is illuminated with a laser pulse, resulting in the generation of a photoacoustic
wave, which is then measured by a collection of ultrasonic transducers surrounding the object. This can be
described, mathematically, in operator form as
gpa =MHcpaA, (1)
where A is the absorbed optical energy density, gpa is the measured photoacoustic data, H
c
pa is an operator that
computes the action of the photoacoustic wave equation, and M is a sampling matrix that describes the act of
measurement by the transducers. The superscript c in Hcpa is used to emphasize that this operator depends on
the SOS c.
Using this, an estimate of the absorbed optical energy density can then be found by solving the following
optimization problem,
Aˆ = arg min
A≥0
1
2
‖gpa −MHcpaA‖22 + µΦ (A) , (2)
where gpa is the recorded pressure data, Φ is a regularization function, and µ is the corresponding regularization
parameter. Many optimization methods require calculation of the gradient of the cost function with respect to
the variable of interest. The gradient with respect to A can be calculated via the method described by Huang
et al.11 Then, the optimization can be solved using any of a number of methods, including gradient descent and
FISTA.12
In general, the SOS distribution is not known. One approach to overcome this is to attempt to jointly estimate
A and c from the PACT measurements alone using the following optimization problem,
Aˆ, cˆ = arg min
A≥0,c∈C
1
2
‖gpa −MHcpaA‖22 + µΦ (A) + λΨ (c) , (3)
where C is a convex set, Ψ is a regularization function, and λ is its regularization parameter. This problem
can be solved using an alternating minimization strategy. In this technique, the problem is divided into two
subproblems, one in which A is estimated for a fixed c and one in which c is estimated for a fixed A. This
approach is described in more detail by Huang et al.13 While this strategy can be effective in some cases, the
problem suffers from numerical instabilities, and often it may not be possible to accurately reconstruct both A
and c.13,14
2.2 Ultrasound computed tomography
In USCT, a collection of ultrasonic transducers surround the object of interest. In turn, each transducer emits
an ultrasonic pulse. The resulting pressure wave propagates through the object and is then measured by all
transducers. This can be described, mathematically, in operator form as
gm =MHcus sm, (4)
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where the index m denotes the m-th view (out of M), gm is the measured pressure data, sm is the known
excitation pulse, and Hcus is the operator that denotes the action of the wave equation. Note that H
c
pa and H
c
us
are identical aside from the source terms and initial conditions in the wave equation.
An estimate of the SOS is obtained by solving the following optimization problem
cˆ = arg min
c∈C
1
2
M−1∑
m=0
‖gm −MHcussm‖22 + λΨ (c) , (5)
where gm is the recorded pressure data for the m-th view. When M is large, evaluating this objective function is
computationally expensive. A source encoding technique can be employed to obtain an equivalent optimization
problem whose solution can be computed more efficiently,15–20
cˆ = arg min
c∈C
Ew
[
1
2
‖gw −MHcussw‖22
]
+ λΨ (c) , (6)
where w is a random encoding vector with zero mean and identity covariance matrix, Ew is the expectation with
respect to w, and
gw =
M−1∑
m=0
[w]mgm and s
w =
M−1∑
m=0
[w]msm (7)
are the encoded recorded pressure data and the encoded source term respectively. The gradient of the objective
function in Eqn. 6 can be calculated using the adjoint state method21 and the optimization problem solved using
stochastic gradient descent.20
3. SYNERGISTIC IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
By combining USCT and PACT measurements, the joint optimization problem can be written as
Aˆ, cˆ = arg min
A≥0,c∈C
1
2
‖gpa −MHcpaA‖22 +Ew
[
1
2
‖gw −MHcussw‖22
]
+ λΨ (c) + µΦ (A) . (8)
This optimization problem can likewise be solved using an alternating minimization approach. In this case, the
subproblem to estimate A remains the same, but the subproblem to estimate c will now include both the PACT
and USCT measurements. Its formulation is given below.
cˆ = arg min
c∈C
1
2
‖gpa −MHcpaA‖22 +Ew
[
1
2
‖gw −MHcussw‖22
]
+ λΨ (c) . (9)
This alternating minimization approach is summarized in Algorithm 1.
4. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER-SIMULATION STUDIES
4.1 Generation of pressure data
Numerical phantoms were generated for the absorbed optical energy density and the SOS, as shown in Fig. 1. The
pressure was simulated on a Cartesian grid with 256×256 pixels and a pixel size of 0.5 mm. A square transducer
array with 800 evenly-distributed elements was employed. The length of one side of the array was 100 mm.
The pressure was recorded for 2000 time samples with a time step of 75 ns. For the PACT dataset, an initial
pressure distribution corresponding in shape to the absorbed optical energy density phantom was employed. The
pressure was recorded by all 800 transducers. The propagation of the acoustic and photoacoustic wavefields were
simulated using a wave equation solver based on the first-order pseudospectral k-space method.22,23 For the
USCT dataset used in the joint reconstruction, pressure data was simulated for 8, 16, 40, and 100 views. For
each view, one of the transducers served as the emitter, while all 800 transducers recorded the pressure. The
emitters were chosen to be evenly distribution among the 800 transducers. No noise was added to the pressure
data.
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Algorithm 1 Alternating minimization of A and c
Input: gpa, {gm}, {sm}, A(0), c(0), µ, λ
Output: Aˆ, cˆ
1: k ← 0 {k is the number of algorithm iteration}
2: while stopping criterion is not satisfied do
3: A(k+1) ← FA
(
A(k), c(k),gpa, µ
)
{FA gives the solution to Eqn. 2}
4: c(k+1) ← Fc
(
A(k+1), c(k),gpa, {gm}, {sm}, µ, λ
)
{Fc gives the solution to Eqn. 9}
5: k ← k + 1
6: end while
7: Aˆ = A(k)
8: cˆ = c(k)
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Numerical phantoms for (a) absorbed optical energy density and (b) speed-of-sound [mm/µs].
4.2 Image reconstruction
In this preliminary study, the number of pixels, the pixel size, the number of time steps, and the time interval were
all the same for the joint reconstruction results as for the pressure generation. The subproblem for estimating
A was solved using FISTA with a fixed step size of 0.01. The subproblem for estimating c was solved using
gradient descent with a backtracking line search. A was constrained to be positive, while c was forced to be
within [1.0, 3.0] mm/µs. Unless otherwise noted, the initial guess for A was chosen to be all zeros and the initial
guess for c was chosen to be the background SOS. The stopping criterion for the subproblem estimating A was
when the relative change in the cost function between subsequent iterations was less than 10−3. The subproblem
estimating c was stopped after a fixed number of iterations (20). For the joint reconstruction using both PACT
and USCT measurements, the gradients with respect to c for the PACT data fidelity term and for the USCT
data fidelity term were each normalized by their `2-norms. For the source-encoding study, the sound speed was
reconstructed using a second-order k-space method.24 In this case, the simulation grid contained 1024 × 1024
pixels due to the lack of a perfectly matched layer. The regularization functions for both A and c were taken to
be a total variation penalty, defined as
‖x‖TV =
Nx−1∑
i=1
Ny−1∑
j=1
√
+
(
[x]jNx+i − [x]jNx+i−1
)2
+
(
[x]jNx+i − [x](j−1)Nx+i
)2
, (10)
where Nx and Ny are the dimensions of the reconstructed image, and  was a small constant empirically chosen
to be 10−12 used to avoid dividing by zero when calculating the gradient.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The images obtained via joint reconstruction using PACT data alone are shown in Fig. 2. While A is accurately
estimated, the estimate of c contains obvious artifacts. This is confirmed by comparing the profiles through the
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Figure 2: Joint reconstruction of (a) absorbed optical energy density and (b) speed-of-sound [mm/µs] from
PACT data alone. Profiles through the centers of the reconstructed (c) absorbed optical energy density and (d)
speed-of-sound images. The profiles of the phantom are shown in black and the profiles of the reconstructed
images are in red.
centers of the reconstructed images with the profiles of the true phantoms. These images were obtained after 36
iterations using regularization parameter values of 10−4 and 10−3 for µ and λ, respectively.
An alternative strategy to joint reconstruction is to first reconstruct c from a collection of USCT measure-
ments and then use this estimate when reconstructing A. However, this approach fails to exploit the acoustic
information in the PACT data. Thus, it may require more views to accurately reconstruct c than joint recon-
struction using combined PACT and USCT data. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed SOS for different numbers
of views (i.e. different number of emitters). The images were reconstructed using the source encoding method
described by Eqn. 6 and are shown after 300 iterations. A regularization parameter value of 10−3 was used. As
expected, when the number of views is decreased, the accuracy of the reconstructed SOS is reduced. This is seen
in the profiles through the object.
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 3: Reconstruction of the SOS from USCT measurements using (a) 100 views, (b) 40 views, (c) 16 views,
and (d) 8 views. The grayscale window is [1.48 1.60] mm/µs. (e) Profiles through the center of the images.
From these results, reconstruction of the SOS from a sparse array of USCT measurements appears challenging.
However, when joint reconstruction using the combined USCT and PACT data is performed, an accurate estimate
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Figure 4: Synergistic reconstruction of (a) absorbed optical energy density and (b) speed-of-sound [mm/µs] using
16 views. Profiles through the center of the reconstructed images of (c) absorbed optical energy density and (d)
speed-of-sound.
of both A and c can be obtained using only 16 views (Fig. 4). The results are shown after 36 iterations. The
regularization parameter values λ and µ were 10−4 and 10−3, respectively. The reconstructed SOS map using
the USCT measurements alone was employed as the initial guess for the SOS.
6. SUMMARY
Joint reconstruction of SOS and absorbed optical energy density was performed using a combined dataset of both
PACT and USCT measurements. This approach yielded more accurate reconstructed images when compared
with joint reconstruction using PACT data alone. Further, by exploiting the acoustic information in the PACT
measurements, accurate estimates of the SOS distribution were obtained using only 16 views for the USCT
dataset. Additional views were needed to obtain similarly accurate estimates using the USCT data alone.
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